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Abstract

Social network data often contain missing values because of the sensitive nature of the informa-
tion collected and the dependency among the network actors. As a response, network imputation
methods including simple ones constructed from network structural characteristics and more
complicated model-based ones have been developed. Although past studies have explored the
influence of missing data on social networks and the effectiveness of imputation procedures in
many missing data conditions, the current study aims to evaluate a more extensive set of eight
network imputation techniques (i.e., null-tie, Reconstruction, Preferential Attachment, Con-
strained Random Dot Product Graph, Multiple Imputation by Bayesian Exponential Random
Graph Models or BERGMs, k-Nearest Neighbors, Random Forest, and Multiple Imputation by
Chained Equations) under more practical conditions through comprehensive simulation. A fac-
torial design for missing data conditions is adopted with factors including missing data types,
missing data mechanisms, and missing data proportions, which are applied to generated social
networks with varying numbers of actors based on 4 different sets of coefficients in ERGMs.
Results show that the effectiveness of imputation methods differs by missing data types, miss-
ing data mechanisms, the evaluation criteria used, and the complexity of the social networks.
More complex methods such as the BERGMs have consistently good performances in recovering
missing edges that should have been present. While simpler methods like Reconstruction work
better in recovering network statistics when the missing proportion of present edges is low, the
BERGMs work better when more present edges are missing. The BERGMs also work well in
recovering ERGM coefficients when the networks are complex and the missing data type is actor
non-response. In conclusion, researchers analyzing social networks with incomplete data should
identify the network structures of interest and the potential missing data types before selecting
appropriate imputation methods.

Keywords Bayesian ERGM; ERGM; missing data; multiple imputation

1 Introduction
Social networks are useful for analyzing social structures, which, in turn, can help us understand
how social interactions are associated with behaviors and changes. Indeed, social network data
on friendships have been frequently used to explore friends’ influence on behaviors such as suicide
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(Massing-Schaffer et al., 2020) and smoking (Liu et al., 2021). Social network analysis was also
applied to understanding how knowledge transfers in workplaces (Yang et al., 2019). When not
restricting network nodes as individuals, networks can shed light on measurement theories when
viewing measurement items as nodes and item relationships as ties (Epskamp et al., 2018).
Additionally, with the development of technology, social network analysis can further inform
fields like social media analytics and information sciences. In fact, network analysis has been
applied to various online media platforms such as Twitter (Himelboim et al., 2017) and Facebook
(Akhtar et al., 2013), and the same idea can be transferred to citation network analysis as a
branch of information sciences (Otte and Rousseau, 2002).

While social network analysis is useful for many fields, its validity is often threatened by
the presence of missing data. The issue of missing data is especially prominent when data are
collected through questionnaires because respondents often omit questions due to the broad
extent and the sensitive nature of the information acquired. Besides, network data naturally
have dependency among actors, meaning that missing information from one respondent results
in the information about other respondents more likely to miss as well, making network analysis
more susceptible to missing data than non-network data (Huisman, 2009).

Studies investigating the effect of missing data on social networks have shown that different
kinds of missing network data can lead to biased estimations of network structural statistics
to different extents (Kossinets, 2006; Smith and Moody, 2013; Smith et al., 2017). While actor
non-responses or missing all information from certain respondents can lead to under-estimations
of some network statistics such as assortativity, missing data due to constraining the number
of neighbors that one respondent can nominate results in over-estimations of such statistics
(Kossinets, 2006). Further, the performance of network statistics against missing data depends
on the statistics themselves as well. For example, network characteristics such as transitivity
and closeness are relatively robust against missing data, whereas distances and betweenness
are more sensitive (Smith and Moody, 2013). Additionally, central actors are likely to bias the
network statistics more than the less central actors when they are missing (Smith et al., 2017).
Such characteristics of missing data in social networks make them difficult to analyze, which,
in turn, emphasizes the importance of imputation procedures. One advantage of the imputation
methods is that they do not need to assume a specific model and once the missing data are
imputed, any complete data methods can be readily applied to analyze the social networks.

Researchers have proposed various methods for treating missing data in social networks.
Besides the simplest procedures such as listwise deletion and null-tie imputation (i.e., replacing
missing values with 0’s), methods relying on network structural traits such as Reconstruction
(Stork and Richards, 1992), Preferential Attachment (Barabási and Albert, 1999), and Con-
strained Random Dot Product Graph (Marchette and Priebe, 2008) can be used to impute
missing values through rather simple steps. More complicated methods such as imputation using
Bayesian Exponential Random Graph Model (BERGM) further fill in missing values in networks
using model-based approaches (Caimo and Friel, 2011), which can consider both structural char-
acteristics of a network and the associated covariates. On the other side, existing methods such
as Multiple Imputation by Chained Equations (Van Buuren and Groothuis-Oudshoorn, 2011),
k-Nearest Neighbors, and Random Forest can be used to impute binary data without assuming
a specific model for social networks. Based on the performance of these methods on binary data,
they may also be useful in binary social network data imputation through data manipulation.

Researchers have also explored the performance of social network missing data imputation
procedures from various aspects. Huisman (2009) compared the effectiveness of several sim-
ple procedures including Reconstruction and Preferential Attachment under different missing
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data mechanisms (i.e., Missing Completely at Random and missingness related to covariates
or network characteristics) for different missing data types including actor and tie (i.e., partial
information from respondents is available) non-responses, and found that while the imputation
procedures performed better than ignoring missing data in restoring network statistics, they
still led to biased estimations. Žnidaršič et al. (2017) evaluated several imputation strategies
including Reconstruction, 3 Nearest Neighbors, null-tie imputation, and mean imputation on
actor non-responses when applied to network blockmodeling, and found that imputation using
the median of 3 neighbors performed better than the rest of the methods. Krause et al. (2020)
tested imputation strategies including null-tie imputation, Reconstruction, and multiple impu-
tation by BERGM for simulated binary social networks, and found that for actor non-responses,
simpler methods such as Reconstruction and the simple BERGM worked well in reconstruct-
ing missing edges for small data sets whereas the complex BERGM worked better for larger
data sets. Additionally, Smith et al. (2022) compared listwise deletion, Reconstruction, null-tie
imputation, reciprocity-based probabilistic imputation, and imputation by ERGM on a range
of empirical social network and concluded that excluding listwise deleting, performance of im-
putation methods differed by which network characteristic the researchers were interested in.
Further, de la Haye et al. (2017) proposed an analytic strategy for longitudinal social network
data with missing values, suggesting that subsetting to include participants who had complete
data in any two consecutive waves would generate a representative sample of the original study
sample.

Although the above studies have investigated and compared the performance of several
imputation methods on missing network data, the current study aims to provide a more com-
prehensive evaluation and comparison of many methods. First, the existing studies are still
limited. For example, although Huisman (2009) explored multiple missing data mechanisms,
types, and proportions, only simple methods such as Reconstruction were used. While Krause
et al. (2020) evaluated the effectiveness of more complex imputation methods using BERGMs
and ERGMs, they only compared them with null-tie imputation and Reconstruction, and only
considered actor non-response data. Similarly, Žnidaršič et al. (2017) only explored imputation
methods for actor non-response and did not consider tie non-response or a mix between tie
and actor non-responses that is more likely to occur in empirical studies. Additionally, to our
knowledge, no studies have evaluated imputation methods such as MICE and Random Forest
that are normally applied to binary data in the context of network data imputation. Therefore,
in the current study, we will conduct a comprehensive comparison of many cross-sectional social
network imputation methods considering different missing data conditions, network sizes, and
network complexities. The study will provide a fuller picture of the performance of different
methods for dealing with missing data in social network analysis.

The rest of the paper is organized as following. First, we will review the imputation methods
evaluated in our study including null-tie imputation, Reconstruction, Preferential Attachment,
Constrained Random Dot Product Graph, Multiple Imputation by BERGM, Multiple Imputa-
tion by Chained Equations, k-Nearest Neighbors, and Random Forest. Then, we will compare
these methods through a comprehensive simulation study and identify the best method un-
der each condition. Finally, we will discuss and make recommendations on when to use each
imputation method based on the simulation results.
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2 Review of Imputation Methods
A social network can be stored in an adjacency matrix A, where each row or column represents a
unique actor, and the value of the tie from actor i to actor j is denoted as aij (i = 1, . . . , n, j =
1, . . . , n, i �= j). This study will focus on cross-sectional, binary, and directed social networks
without self-loops, so A is binary but not necessarily symmetric. Throughout the paper, we will
denote aij = 1 (i �= j) as a present edge (or tie) and aij = 0 (i �= j) as an absent edge (or tie).
For convenience, we set aii = 0 for the non-existence of self-loops. If aij (either 1 or 0) is missing,
we call it a missing edge (or tie), which should be distinguished from absent edges, meaning the
lack of a relationship between two actors.

2.1 Null-Tie Imputation

The method of null-tie imputation simply replaces missing edges with the value of 0. Thus,
missing edges are imputed as absent edges. Null-tie imputation is the same as imputing missing
values by the unconditional mean in social network data when the network is sparse (Žnidaršič
et al., 2012). In our simulation study, we include null-tie imputation as the baseline method.
Generally speaking, the more complicated imputation methods introduced below are expected
to have better performance than the null-tie imputation method.

2.2 Reconstruction

The reconstruction (RE) method (Stork and Richards, 1992) imputes missing edges of a net-
work based on reciprocity. Imputation by RE is conducted using one of the following two ways
(Huisman and Steglich, 2008).

1. If an edge aij (i �= j) is missing, its value is replaced with aji when aji is known.
2. If both aij and aji (i �= j) are missing between the two actors i and j , the edge is

randomly imputed based on the observed edge density of the network.
While reciprocity is a natural assumption in undirected networks (i.e., A is symmetric),

edges are not necessarily reciprocated in directed networks. We can expect the RE method to
work better for directed networks with high reciprocity compared to those with low reciprocity,
and the RE method is expected to lead to higher reciprocity in the imputed networks.

2.3 Preferential Attachment

The preferential attachment (PA) method (Barabási and Albert, 1999) imputes missing edges
based on how connected each actor is. This method assumes that the probability of aij = 1
(i �= j) is proportional to the indegree of actor j . (Huisman and Steglich, 2008; Huisman,
2009). Further, the total number of outgoing edges for actor i is determined using the outdegree
distribution assumed by the observed network. The process of preferential attachment can be
described as the following.

1. From the outdegree distribution of an observed network, an outdegree Oi is drawn for
an actor i with any number of missing outgoing edges.

2. The number of outgoing edges that should be imputed as present for actor i can now be
calculated as difference between Oi and the observed number of outgoing edges O

′
i of actor i, or

Oi − O
′
i . If this number is non-positive, then no edges need to be imputed.

3. The probability of aij = 1 is proportional to the indegree of actor j . A total of Oi − O
′
i

outgoing edges from actor i at places when actor i have missing edges are imputed as present
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based on the indegree probability density distribution of all potential actors j . The remaining
missing edges from actor i are imputed as absent.

2.4 Constrained Random Dot Product Graph

Constrained Random Dot Product Graph (DP) models actors in an s-dimensional latent space,
and the missing edges are imputed by the dot product of each pair of actors’ latent position
vectors (Marchette and Priebe, 2008; Ouzienko and Obradovic, 2014). The imputation process
can be described as the following.

1. The s-dimensional latent positions of actors i and j are identified as size s vectors xi and
xj . Because we are using directed social networks, there are two sets of positions: xo

i and xo
j for

outgoing ties, and xi
i and xi

j for incoming ties.
2. The probability of aij = 1 (i �= j) can be identified by P(aij = 1) = f (xo

i · xi
j ).

3. The function f is characterized by

f (x) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

0, if x < 0

x, if 0 � x � 1,

1, otherwise
(1)

The DP method can be viewed as conducting a singular value decomposition on the adja-
cency matrix. Suppose that the adjacency matrix M has the singular value decomposition UDV T ,
then matrix U contains singular vectors for xo and V contains singular values for xi (Marchette
and Priebe, 2008) because U contains the eigenvectors for MMT which are outdegree-dominant
and V contains the eigenvectors for MT M which are indegree-dominant.

Unlike the RE and PA methods, the DP method can be extended to include covariates. How-
ever, including covariates makes it necessary to use maximum likelihood to estimate the latent
positions, and the closed form singular value decomposition solution is no longer valid. Finding
latent positions along with covariates are computationally challenging (Marchette and Priebe,
2008) and the implementation is complicated. This is in contrast to the methods introduced
below where adding covariates do not significantly increase the computational complexity of the
imputation compared to adding network structural features. Therefore, for the DP method, we
will use the form without covariates.

2.5 Multiple Imputation by Bayesian ERGM

An Exponential Random Graph Model (ERGM) is a probabilistic way to model network data
that views an observed network (y) as a realization of a graph (Y ). As noted by Caimo and Friel
(2011), the distribution of a set of networks can be described as a function of network statistics,

π(y|θ) = exp [θ t s(y)]
z(θ)

, (2)

where s(y) is a vector of sufficient network statistics, θ is the corresponding coefficients to the
network statistics, and z(θ) is a normalizing constant equal to the sum of all statistics in all
realizations of the graph. The network statistics can be structural ones like reciprocity and
triangles in the networks, and it can also be related to nodal or dyad covariates.

In ERGM, the ultimate goal is to estimate θ , but it can be difficult statistically. Tradition-
ally, maximum pseudo-likelihood estimation is used for such estimations, however, this method
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only uses local information and can be inefficient (Caimo and Friel, 2011). Instead, a Bayesian
approach (Bayesian ERGM or BERGM) that draws the estimates from the full conditional
distributions through a Gibbs sampler in a MCMC scheme using the exchange algorithm is pos-
sible and is also more effective (Caimo et al., 2021b). The Bayesian approach can also handle
missing data in social networks. Koskinen et al. (2010) proposed a data augmentation scheme
using Bayesian inference through a linked importance sampler auxiliary Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm to deal with the missing data problem in a model-based way. In the current study,
we implemented two different BERGM imputation algorithms each with 30 imputations, which
will be introduced in section 3.

2.6 Multiple Imputation by Chained Equations
Multiple Imputation by Chained Equations (MICE) uses the fully conditional specification as
described by Van Buuren and Groothuis-Oudshoorn (2011) to impute missing values. MICE can
account for different data types and iteratively impute missing data one by one. While MICE
can be used to impute different data types, here we focus on binary data since this form is what
is present in the social networks of our interest. For imputation of binary data, the model that
MICE uses is logistic regression. While MICE was not originally developed for social network
data, it has been widely applied to other types of data including health record network data
(Chang et al., 2020) successfully. Thus, we want to evaluate its effectiveness for social network
data imputation.

In implementation, a network adjacency matrix is reconstructed similar to an edge list
matrix with three columns: for an edge aij , one column denotes i, one column denotes j , and
the last column denotes the value of aij . Other attributes such as the difference in covariate levels
across two neighboring actors connected to an edge can also be added. For simple analysis, 5
imputations have been suggested (Little and Rubin, 1987). For more complex models, typically
more imputations are needed. In this study, we use 30 imputations.

2.7 K-Nearest Neighbor
K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) is a non-parametric supervised machine learning algorithm useful
for prediction and classification tasks initially developed by Fix and Hodges (1989). The main
ideas of the KNN algorithm for classification can be simplified as the following.

1. Initialize K as the number of neighbors the algorithm will use. In our simulation study,
K = 3 is used.

2. Calculate the Euclidean distances between the target to be classified and each existing
point in the present data. The number of attributes that the target has will determine the
number of dimensions the data will rest in.

3. After sorting distances from each data point to the target, the K closest data points or
neighbors to the target will be chosen, and the classification for the target will be the majority
vote of all K neighbors’ classes.

Similar to MICE, KNN is conducted on the modified form of social network data. The
KNN algorithm has been applied to data imputation, and researchers have shown that the KNN
imputation method outperformed simple imputation methods such as mean imputation, median
imputation, and linear regression imputation (Jadhav et al., 2019). Žnidaršič et al. (2017) also
used the KNN method in imputing social networks. Our procedure differs from what Žnidaršič
et al. (2017) did, as Žnidaršič et al. (2017) viewed actors as neighbors whereas we view edges
with similar attributes as neighbors.
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2.8 Random Forest

Random Forest (RF) is another commonly used supervised machine learning algorithm. Initially
developed by Ho (1995), RF is an ensemble method that utilizes multiple decision trees. A
decision tree branches off from the root with each split on the nodes representing an addition of
a feature that can split the data. For example, the tree can be split using the logic of whether
the value of a covariate is greater than a cutoff. Then, the observations can be grouped into two
sets based on this question. Decision trees fit classification tasks, which predicting the missing
ties in social networks as present or absent is an example of.

RF takes multiple decision trees, and combines their classification results. While bagging
using majority votes was the original algorithm used to aggregate results from trees, a more
commonly used strategy nowadays is to select a fixed number of features from each tree to
enhance the effectiveness and accuracy of prediction. In our study, 500 trees are used in the RF
algorithm.

RF, similar to KNN, has also been applied to data imputation (Pantanowitz and Marwala,
2009). RF could also be a good choice to impute social network data despite the current sparsity
of such usage because of RF’s generally good prediction accuracy (Bernard et al., 2009) and its
application to other types of data such as numeric data (Pantanowitz and Marwala, 2009) and
metabolomics data (Kokla et al., 2019). Similar to MICE and KNN, RF is used on the modified
form of social network data.

3 Simulation Study
We simulate cross-sectional directed binary networks with missing data for imputation in R (R
Core Team, 2022). Networks simulated in this study all have three nodal covariates, A, B, C,
associated with them. A is a continuous variable, normally distributed with the mean of 20 and
the standard deviation of 3; B is a binary variable with a 60% probability to be 1 and 40%
probability to be 2; C is an ordinal variable that has possible values from 1 to 5, with respective
probabilities of 0.1, 0.3, 0.3, 0.15, and 0.15. We first simulate complete network data with varying
numbers of nodes using ERGM models based on different model coefficients, and then create
missing data from the complete networks. One hundred replications of each of the networks are
generated.

3.1 Simulation of Complete Data

ERGM models are used to simulate complete network data with directed edges using the “ergm”
package in R (Handcock et al., 2021). The following sample sizes and network statistics are
considered. The complete data will serve as the baseline for comparison when evaluating the
performance of different imputation methods.

3.1.1 Sample Size

Two sample sizes are used in the simulation of complete data. In social science studies, sample
sizes of social networks are often small (Krause et al., 2020; Kc et al., 2019). Here, we simulate
small networks with 50 nodes and also large networks with 100 nodes to explore the effect of
sample size.
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Table 1: ERGM coefficients used for data simulation.
simulation edges mutual gwesp nodematchB nodematchC nodecovA nodefactorB nodecovC

1 −2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 −3 2 0 0.8 0.8 0 0 0
3 −8 2 0 0.8 0.8 0.1 0.1 0.1
4 −8 2 0.15 0.8 0.8 0.1 0.1 0.1

3.1.2 ERGM Terms

To consider social networks with different structural variations, we use 4 sets of ERGM coeffi-
cients (referred to as Simulations 1 to 4) during complete data simulation. These coefficients are
based on the following ERGM terms.
• Edges: The edges term in the “ergm” package counts how many edges are present in a

network. This term acts like the intercept term in a regression model and is related to the
density of a social network.

• Mutual: We use the mutual term which counts the number of pairs of nodes with present
edges in both directions, which is related to the reciprocity of a network.

• Gwesp: The gwesp term stands for “geometrically weighted edgewise shared partner” distri-
bution and it is a measure of triad closure and clustering. This term counts the number of
outgoing shared partners. A fixed decay parameter of 0.5 is used for this term, which controls
the weight given to additional shared partners.

• Nodematch: We use uniform homophily on covariates B and C. This term counts the number
of edges such that the levels of the covariate at the two neighboring actors are the same. We
denote the nodematch terms for covariates B and C as nodematchB and nodematchC in this
paper.

• Nodecov: This term specifies the main effect of a continuous covariate. Here we denote the
term on covariates A and C as nodecovA and nodecovC. The terms sums levels of covariate
for neighboring actors.

• Nodefactor: The nodefactor term is similar to nodecov but is for categorical data. Here we
included a nodefactor term for covariate B and denote it as nodefactorB. The terms sums
the number of times an actor with the given attribute occurs in the edges.
The 4 sets of ERGM coefficients for the selected terms are presented in Table 1. Based on

the simulation design, networks from Simulations 1 to 4 are incrementally more complex.

3.2 Simulation of Missing Data

A 3 × 3 × 4 design is used to simulate missing data for networks of each size. The three factors
used are missing data types, proportions, and mechanisms.

3.2.1 Missing Data Type

Two types of missing data are distinguished in social network data: tie non-response and actor
non-response (Huisman and Steglich, 2008). Tie non-response occurs when a participant’s re-
sponse is only observed on some items but not on all items, meaning that only some outgoing
edges of an actor are missing. Actor non-response occurs when a case is completely missing,
meaning that all outgoing edges of an actor are not observed in networks. We consider three
missing data types: actor non-response, tie non-response, and a mixed type consisting of half
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actor non-responses and half tie non-responses.

3.2.2 Missing Data proportion

We consider three missing data proportions: 10%, 20%, and 30% missing. Self-links (aii ’s) are
excluded as candidates for missing data.

3.2.3 Missing Data Mechanisms

According to Rubin (1976), there are three different missing data mechanisms: missing com-
pletely at random (MCAR), missing at random (MAR), and missing not at random (MNAR).
Under the MCAR mechanism, each individual edge (or actor) in a social network is missing in-
dependently of all the data. Under the MAR mechanism, the missingness of data is independent
of the missing edge (or actor) itself, but is dependent on other observed information. Under the
MNAR mechanism, missingness is related to the unknown missing values themselves.

In the current study, four conditions of missing data mechanisms are considered. We con-
struct one MCAR, one MAR, and two MNAR (MNAR1 and MNAR2) conditions. Missing data
in the MCAR condition is generated randomly. The MAR condition is based on the binary
covariate, B, following the rule that 80% of missing outgoing edges come from actors with B
values of 1, and the rest 20% came from actors with B values of 2. The MNAR conditions differ
based on missing data types. For actor non-response, the two MNAR conditions are based on
outdegree (MNAR1) and indegree (MNAR2) such that outgoing edges from actors with the low-
est respective degrees are missing. For tie non-response, the two MNAR conditions are based on
the percentage of edges with the value of 1 (present edges) such that the proportion of present
edges missing is larger in the MNAR1 condition than in the MNAR2 condition. In the simu-
lated datasets, the MNAR1 condition has on average 28% of missing ties being present ties,
whereas the MNAR2 condition has an average of 10% missing present ties. We also creates a
complex pattern in the MNAR1 condition such that as the missing data proportion increases,
the proportion of missing present edges out of all missing edges slightly decreases. In contrast,
in the MNAR2 condition, the missing present edges proportion increases with missing data pro-
portion. This would facilitate the understanding of the effect of missing data proportion and
missing present edge proportion on imputation.

3.3 Imputation

The methods in section 2 are implemented in R (R Core Team, 2022) using the packages “igraph”
(Csardi and Nepusz, 2022), “Bergm” (Caimo et al., 2021a), “class” (Ripley and Venables, 2022),
“mice” (van Buuren et al., 2021), and “randomForest” (Liaw and Wiener, 2022). Since BERGMs
can have different complexities based on what terms are entered in the models, we use two
models, one with terms including edges, mutual, nodecovA, and nodematchB (BERGM1), and
the other with all terms used in data simulation (BERGM2). As Krause et al. (2020) stated, in
general, multiple imputation by BERGM should use models at least as complex as the generation
and analysis models. However, it is practically difficult to obtain complete information on the
mechanism and structure of the data in empirical studies, and often, the imputation models
used are not specified in the same way as how the data would behave. Thus, we use two models,
one not assuming perfect knowledge on the data and the other assuming perfect knowledge
on the data for BERGM. Comparing the two BERGMs can show the difference in imputation
performance between correctly and incorrectly specified models.
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For MICE, KNN, and RF which make use of the modified form of social network data
that is not in the adjacency matrix format, variables including indegree and outdegree of the
actor where the tie is going out from, the differences in levels of covariate A and B across the
tie, as well as whether the reciprocated tie is present in the network are used as predictors for
imputation. Not all information about the network is included so that the imputation can depart
from the simulation process, which is what researchers often encounter in real life.

For methods that use a cutoff value in imputation such as KNN and RF, we set the cutoff to
be the observed network density. For multiple imputations, we analyze an aggregated network
constructed using majority vote from the 30 imputations. For a specific missing edge, if the
proportion of imputed networks that deem it as present exceeds the observed network density,
then in the aggregated network, the edge is imputed as present. This aggregation method is
introduced by Wang et al. (2016) and used in Krause et al. (2020).

3.4 Evaluation Criteria

The following criteria are used to compare the performance of the different imputation methods.

3.4.1 Link Reconstruction

Link reconstruction is used by Wang et al. (2016) and Krause et al. (2020) as a criterion for
evaluating social network imputation. This criterion looks at how well the present and absent
edges are imputed. For single imputations, the percentage of correctly imputed present edges
and the percentage of correctly imputed absent edges are evaluated. For multiple imputations,
an aggregated network as described in section 3.3 is used to compute the percentage of correctly
imputed present and absent edges.

3.4.2 Degree Correlations

While the other criteria evaluated emphasize on an imputed network as a whole, indegree cor-
relation and outdegree correlation can further help us understand how each imputation method
performs in terms of recovering each actor’s characteristics. Here, indegree refers to the total
number of incoming edges for each actor and outdegree refers to the total number of outgo-
ing edges for each actor. Correlations of these two degrees for all actors between the imputed
networks and the complete networks are obtained for comparison.

3.4.3 Network Statistics of Imputed Networks

We also calculate six network statistics on the imputed networks as the following.
• Density: density is calculated as the proportion of present edges over the number of all

possible edges.
• Reciprocity: we calculate the edgewise reciprocity, which is the proportion of edges that is

reciprocated.
• Gwesp: we calculated the gwesp statistics as the number of outgoing shared partners over

all possible outgoing shared partners.
• Homophily of covariate A (homophilyA): We use Moran’s I as a measure of homophily for

the continuous covariate A. Moran’s I calculates the auto-correlation in covariate A based
on a actors’ locations which can be seen as their positions in the social networks.
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• Homophily of covariate B (homophilyB): We calculate the number of in-group ties for co-
variate B over all ties as a measure of homophily for the binary variable B.

• Homophily of covariate C (homophilyC): We calculate Moran’s I for covariate C in a similar
fashion to covariate A.
While density and reciprocity are calculated using the “sna” package in R (Butts, 2020),

gwesp and homophilyB are calculated via the “ergm” package (Handcock et al., 2021). Moran’s
I for homophilyA and homophilyC are calculated using the “ape” package (Paradis et al., 2022).

Network statistics are evaluated through the normalized root mean square errors (NRMSEs)
from the corresponding statistics of complete networks. The calculation of RMSEs follows the
equation below,

RMSE =
√∑n

i=1(s
impute

i − s
complete

i )2

n
, (3)

where s
complete

i is the statistics of the complete network, s
impute

i is the statistics of the imputed
network, and n is the total number of networks in each category being compared. NRMSEs are
then calculated as RMSE/s̄i

complete where s̄i
complete is the mean of the corresponding complete

network statistics.

3.4.4 ERGM Coefficients of Imputed Networks

To study how well the imputed networks restore the ERGM coefficients of the complete data,
we estimate ERGM coefficients on the eight terms used to generate complete data. These co-
efficients from imputed networks are compared to complete network coefficients. Similar to the
network statistics, NRMSEs are used to compare ERGM coefficients. For all the evaluation
criteria, we obtain aggregated mean values of the criteria for each imputation method across
the 100 replications. While it is suggested that the imputation models for multiple imputations
to be at least as complex as the analysis and simulation models (Krause et al., 2020), which
could be possible in a simulation study, it is impractical to assume that the mechanisms that
produced data are known in empirical studies. However, it would also be biased to make the
analysis model different from the simulation model. Thus, we choose to use the same ERGM
in analysis as in the simulation despite that some multiple imputation methods (i.e., BERGM1
and MICE) are purposefully not provided with all available information about the datasets. We
think this serves as an illustration of how imputations would work in empirical studies, and an-
alyzing the imputation results using the simulation model could reveal how real-life approaches
to imputations may bias the underlying data generation mechanisms if known.

In addition to estimating ERGM coefficients of the imputed networks, we also directly
estimate the ERGM coefficients on the networks with missing data. Given that ERGMs can
handle missing data internally when estimating the coefficients, we expect coefficient estimates
without imputation methods to serve as a comparison on how good the estimates can possibly
be. Because directly estimating ERGMs is synonymous to using the simulation model as the
imputation model, we expect the directly estimated ERGM coefficients to be closer to true
values than those of the imputed networks. Further, unlike in the BERGM2 method, directly
estimating ERGMs does not require us to extract certain number of networks based on the
estimated coefficients, and then re-estimating coefficients based on the sampled networks. Thus,
we also expect the directly estimated ERGM coefficients to be closer to true values than those
imputed by the BERGM2 method which also utilizes the simulation model as the imputation
model.
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Figure 1: Proportion of correctly imputed present ties by method.

3.5 Results
3.5.1 Overview of Complete Data

The mean estimated EGRM coefficients from the simulated complete networks were close to what
we specified in the models as shown in Table 1 in the supplementary materials. The estimated
network statistics with different sample size are shown in Table 2 in the supplementary materials.
Overall, the estimated statistics were similar for different sample sizes except the Simulation 4
with the most complex model. The same sets of ERGM coefficients produced networks with
larger density when sample size was large compared to when sample size was small.

3.5.2 Link Reconstruction

The relative link reconstruction performance of the imputation methods only differed negligibly
across the 4 sets of simulations and across sample sizes, whereas differences in which methods
performed better were more pronounced across missing data types, proportions, and mecha-
nisms. Therefore, we aggregated link reconstruction performance of each imputation method
to levels of missing data types, proportions, and mechanisms only. Patterns across the MCAR,
MAR, and MNAR2 mechanisms were also similar, so we only showed results for MCAR and
MNAR1. Figure 1 shows the performance of different imputation methods on imputing present
ties. In general, the proportion of correctly imputed present ties decreased with increasing miss-
ing data proportions. Null-tie imputation had the worst performance on recovering present ties
in all conditions. Both BERGMs and RE worked well for actor non-response whereas BERGMs
generally worked better for tie non-response and mix non-response and MICE generally worked
better for tie non-response. The simpler BERGM1 algorithm worked better than the more com-
plex BERGM2 algorithm under actor non-response, whereas BERGM2 worked better under tie
and mix non-responses. Figure 2 shows the performance of different imputation methods on im-
puting absent ties. As expected, null-tie imputation worked best as it imputed all missing ties as
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Figure 2: Proportion of correctly imputed absent ties by method.

absent ties. For imputing absent ties, MICE and KNN performed well under actor non-response,
whereas PA worked well under tie and mix non-responses.

3.5.3 Degree Correlations

Indegree and outdegree correlations among the actors between the imputed networks and the
complete networks were similar across simulations and sample sizes, so we aggregated results
over these conditions. Further, similar to link reconstruction results, patterns across the MCAR,
MAR, and MNAR2 missing mechanisms were similar, so we only showed the MCAR and MNAR1
mechanisms in Figure 3 and Figure 4, which contain the results for indegree and outdegree corre-
lations correspondingly. Under missing data mechanisms other than MNAR1, null-tie imputation
actually had the highest indegree correlation. Under the MNAR1 missing mechanism with tie
and mix non-responses, other methods such as BERGM2 and MICE had better performance.
In these conditions, the proportion of missing present edges was higher, thus, more complex
algorithms worked better. RE had the highest outdegree correlations under actor and mix non-
responses with the MCAR, MAR, and MNAR2 mechanism, whereas null-tie and MICE had
the highest outdegree correlations under actor and mix non-responses when the mechanism was
MNAR1. However, the BERGMs, especially the more complex BERGM2 algorithm worked best
under the tie non-response MNAR1 condition. Again, the tie non-response MNAR1 condition
had more missing present ties than other conditions, and more complex methods worked better
in such a situation.

3.5.4 Network Statistics of Imputed Networks

In general, NRMSEs of the network statistics increased with increasing missing data propor-
tions, and relative performance patterns of different methods were similar across sample sizes.
We investigated if the aggregated NRMSEs by sample sizes were different across imputation
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Figure 3: Indegree correlations.

Figure 4: Outdegree correlations.

methods. The results (shown in Table 3 in the supplementary materials) indicated that while
reciprocity and the homophily of covariate A were generally imputed slightly better when sample
size was small, the homophily of covariates B and C and gwesp tended to be imputed better
when sample size was large. NRMSEs of density were not very different by sample sizes.

Because patterns were similar across sample sizes, we used the sample size of 100 as an
illustration to further analyze the effect of missing data conditions on network statistics. In
Figures 1 to 6 of the supplementary materials, we showed heatmaps of NRMSEs of network
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Table 2: Best method for each network statistics in Simulation 4.
mechanism type density reciprocity gwesp homophilyA homophilyB homophilyC

mcar actor RE DP RE RE null RE
mcar tie RE MICE RE RE null null
mcar mix RE BERGM2 RF BERGM2 null RE
mar actor RE DP RE RE null RE
mar tie RE MICE RE BERGM2 null RE
mar mix RE DP RF RE null null
mnar1 actor DP DP null DP null null
mnar1 tie MICE BERGM2 BERGM2 BERGM2 RE RE
mnar1 mix MICE BERGM2 BERGM2 BERGM1 RE BERGM1
mnar2 actor RE null DP DP null BERGM1
mnar2 tie DP KNN RE null null null
mnar2 mix DP DP RE DP null null

statistics nested by simulations, missing data types, mechanisms, and proportions when sample
size was 100, similar to what Krause et al. (2020) presented. We also summarized the relative
performance of imputation methods for each network statistics in section 1 of the supplementary
materials.

We aggregated network statistics NRMSEs by simulation numbers as well as missing data
mechanisms and types to investigate which method was best in each condition. For simplicity,
we showed results only for Simulation 4 here (Table 2). In fact, the best performing imputation
methods tended to be consistent across different simulations for network statistics. The full
results were included in the supplementary materials (Table 4). While simpler methods such
as null-tie imputation and RE worked well for conditions including most of MCAR, MAR, and
MNAR2, where the proportion of missing present edges was lower, the BERGMs worked well for
the MNAR1 tie or mix non-response conditions, where the missing proportion of present edges
was higher in comparison.

3.5.5 ERGM Coefficients of Imputed Networks

ERGM coefficients estimates also had similar patterns across sample sizes. We aggregated NRM-
SEs across sample sizes to see if sample sizes played a role in imputation. As shown in the
supplementary materials (Table 5), most imputation methods generally had better NRMSEs in
recovering ERGM coefficients when sample size was large. In section 2 and Figures 7 to 14 of the
supplementary materials, we analyzed ERGM coefficients of networks with 100 actors in more
details.

We also aggregated NRMSEs of the ERGM coefficients by simulation, missing data mech-
anisms and types to investigate which method was best in each condition. As for the network
statistics, we showed results only for simulation 4 here (Table 3), and the full results were shown
in the supplementary materials (Table 6). The BERGMs worked best for most coefficients un-
der actor non-response conditions, whereas simpler methods such as RE worked better for tie
and mix non-response conditions. For ERGM coefficients in the actor non-response conditions,
more complex methods such as the BERGM2 algorithm worked better when the networks sim-
ulated were more complicated, whereas in simpler networks, methods such as RE had better
performance.
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Table 3: Best method for each ERGM coefficient in Simulation 4.
mechanism type edges mutual gwesp nodematchB nodematchC nodecovA nodefactorB nodecovC
mcar actor DP DP BERGM1 DP BERGM2 DP RE BERGM2
mcar tie RF MICE RF PA null null null null
mcar mix RF BERGM2 RF null null DP RE DP
mar actor DP DP BERGM1 BERGM2 BERGM2 BERGM2 RE DP
mar tie DP DP RF null null null RE null
mar mix DP DP RF null null BERGM2 RE DP
mnar1 actor null DP BERGM1 BERGM2 BERGM2 BERGM2 MICE BERGM2
mnar1 tie RE BERGM1 RF RF PA RF BERGM1 MICE
mnar1 mix MICE BERGM2 MICE PA null DP MICE MICE
mnar2 actor DP DP BERGM1 BERGM2 BERGM2 BERGM2 RE MICE
mnar2 tie null MICE null null null null null null
mnar2 mix DP null BERGM1 null null null RE null

4 Discussion
Through a comprehensive simulation study, we find that the performance of social network im-
putation methods depend on the purposes of analysis (evaluation criteria), the networks them-
selves, and the missing data conditions. While none of the imputation methods we evaluated (i.e.
null-tie, RE, PA, DP, BERGMs, KNN, MICE, and RF) can correctly impute present ties very
well, their performance on imputing absent ties are much better. In imputing missing present
ties, BERGMs are most stable, whereas simpler methods such as null-tie imputation and RE
perform better in imputing missing absent ties. Furthermore, the degree correlations are mostly
above 0.8, suggesting that the imputed networks could be reasonable for studying associations.

Relative performance of different imputation methods in recovering network statistics and
ERGM coefficients are different across missing data mechanisms, missing data types, and the
complexity of the simulated networks. Such patterns tend to be consistent across missing data
proportions and network sample sizes. Overall, imputation biases on network statistics including
reciprocity and homophily for the continuous covariate are lower if network size is smaller,
whereas the homophily of the binary and ordinal covariates as well as gwesp are better estimated
when the sample size is larger. Imputation biases on the estimated ERGM coefficients tend to
be lower if network size is larger. Performances in recovering network statistics and ERGM
coefficients deteriorate as missing proportion increases in all missing data conditions except for
when data are missing according to tie non-response and the percent of missing present edges
decreases with the increasing missing proportion. In this case, the performance in recovering
the constructs of interest decreases and then increases in a subset of conditions for imputation
methods such as MICE and RF. This corresponds to how the specific missing data condition
is constructed: under this condition, the proportion of missing present edges out of all missing
edges decreases as the total number of missing edges increase. When the missing data proportion
is small, the number of total missing edges might dominate the pattern whereas when the
missing data proportion is large, the proportion of missing present edges begins to dominate.
The performance discrepancies among imputation methods also increase with increasing missing
proportions. Therefore, when the percentage of missing data is high, choosing a competent
imputation method is especially vital.

As mentioned above, imputation methods with better performances differ across missing
data mechanisms and missing data types when recovering network statistics or ERGM coeffi-
cients. In a relatively complex network, the simpler methods such as RE and null-tie imputation
work better in recovering network statistics when the proportion of missing present ties is low,
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but when the proportion of missing present ties becomes large, the more complex BERGMs
work better. The relatively good performance of RE compared to the methods such as PA is
consistent with previous literature (Huisman, 2009). For ERGM coefficients, the model-based
BERGMs perform consistently best for terms such as gwesp, nodematch, and nodecov when the
missing data type is actor non-response. When the missing data type is tie or mix non-response,
the simpler methods perform better. This pattern could be explained by the fact that in the
tie non-response and mix non-response conditions, the data is less obfuscated than in actor
non-response. Thus, more complex BERGMs are not needed. It should be noted that the more
complex BERGM with all terms also work better than the simpler BERGM with selected terms
in many actor non-response conditions. The satisfactory performance of BERGM echos what
Krause et al. (2020) found for the actor non-response networks and the link reconstruction.
One thing we find interesting is that in some situations, null-tie imputation appears to bias the
target measures the least, suggesting that sophisticated imputations may not be needed when
the missing data patterns are simple.

Based on the simulation results, network statistics can be recovered using simpler methods
such as RE, DP, and MICE if the missing proportion of present edges is not very large. Otherwise,
BERGM is a better option. ERGM coefficients can be recovered using BERGM if the analysis
model is complex and the missing data type is actor non-response. RF, PA, and KNN are not
recommended in general because they do not outperform other imputation methods in most
cases. In certain situations, methods such as RE and null-tie imputation are also competent.
Specific methods that work best in each evaluated situation are summarized in Table 2 and 3.

Several places of our study can be improved in the future. First, while we included nodal
covariates for the simulated social networks, we did not include covariates associated with edges
or dyads. Thus, some of the network characteristics may not be captured when using methods
such as BERGM that could have captured more complex network structures. Second, our cur-
rent study focused on cross-sectional network data, but longitudinal data are equally important
for social sciences as the use of repeated measures steadily increases. Third, other models to
simulate network data exist such as the latent space model (Hoff et al., 2002) and the stochastic
actor-oriented model (Snijders, 1996) which we did not consider in the current study. Fourth,
in practice, the data on covariates could be missing too, but here we assumed complete covari-
ates because our goal is to evaluate the imputation of networks themselves. Fifth, although we
identified methods to use for each missing data mechanism and missing data type, it is impos-
sible to identify the missing data mechanism underlying a given dataset in empirical studies,
posing a threat to the application of imputation methods. Finally, while the BERGMs using the
simulation model as the imputation model work better than the BERGMs with simpler terms,
it is unlikely that in practice, all information of a sample is known. The discrepancies between
simulation studies and empirical studies can be explored in the future.

In conclusion, the effectiveness of network imputation methods depends on multiple factors
including missing data mechanisms, missing data types, target evaluation criteria, complexity
of the networks, and imputation methods themselves. BERGMs, ideally with correctly specified
terms, work better when the network is more complex or when the missing data pattern is more
complicated. In other cases, simpler methods like RE and DP could suffice.

Supplementary Material
• supplement.pdf: Supplementary analyses, tables, and figures mentioned in the paper.
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• code: Code used in this study. This folder contains a README.txt file which explains how
the code can be used.
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